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Lab projects
• Types of projects
–Trend Scouting
–Proofs of concept 
–Showcases
–Integration piloting for infrastructural cases
• Criteria
–Joint staﬃng and resources (CELSTEC/Faculty)
–Main output is a prototype solution not research
–Problem solution is demonstrated and evaluated
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Example iTunes U
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–Not uniﬁed workﬂow for vide publishing
–No visibility of video content to outside world
–No standardised Metadata Scheme
• Solutions
–Stating with existing IPO Videolab Portal
–Bridging existing breaks in workﬂow with cloud 
services and format conversion/transition
–Integrating all faculties in workﬂow ....




iTunes U and 
Youtube
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7Stap 3 Structure YoutubeStap 3 Structure iTunesU
Stap 2 automatic harvesting and collecting every 24 hours













Track iTunes U Version Production in Podcast Producer


















iTunes U Admin Youtube Admin
email
Upload Content to 
Youtube
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Youtube
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Integration with Backbone
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Example ARLearn
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–No mobile guidance for ﬁeldtrips in CW
–No sharing of expertise from FT
–Do documentation of Fieldtrips
• Solutions
–Consistent solution based on public APIs = Google Maps
–Support for Authoring, FieldTrip, and Documentation
–Integration with innovative Learning Technologies as AR
–Backend Integration to come ....
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2011 Lab Projects
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eBookPlus
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–No consistent usage of eReader and mobile formats
–market pressure for eBook solutions
–No established conversion and distribution model
• Solutions
– Uniﬁed Workﬂow for content conversion and production
– Feature list and format analysis
– .....
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19Advanced 
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ESM Kit
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Starting Situation
• Problems
– No consistent mechanism for linking real world 
experiences to curriculum
– No consistent linking of data collection
– ...
• Solutions
– Flexible Toolkit for Experience Sampling and Notiﬁcation
– Linking of data collection to integration backbone
– ....
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